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Experience as a Call Center Agent in the Customer Service and Sales industry. 
Believe in multitasking and one call resolution. Attempt to assist a 
customer/potential customer before having them transferred to another 
representative. 

MARCH 2003 – JANUARY 2004
LEAD TELEMARKETING SALES REPRESENTATIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Selling new policy coverage for Citibank cardholders. Multiphone line use, 
telemarketing skills, and customer service.

 Provide them with all the necessary information pertaining to their policy with 
the benefits of having it.

 Provide them with the knowledge to cancel in case the protection is a policy not 
quite suitable for them.

 Learned how to communicate with others that you dont have the pleasure of 
meeting face to face.

 Learned how to establish a comfortable phone setting with customers and get 
them into the conversation and phone call.

 Maintaining a professional and courteous phone call. Skills Used Computer 
keyboard and 9-key use.

 Composed advertising acceptability guidelines for real estate and telephone 
services.

1998 – 2003
TELEMARKETING SALES REPRESENTATIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Deliver prepared sales talks, reading from scripts that describe products or 
services, in order to persuade potential customers to purchase a product or 
service or to make a donation.

 Contact businesses or private individuals by telephone in order to solicit sales 
for goods or services, or to request donations for charitable causes.

 Explain products or services and prices, and answer questions from customers.
 Obtain customer information such as name, address, and payment method, and

enter orders into computers.
 Record names, addresses, purchases, and reactions of prospects contacted 

Obtain names and telephone numbers of potential customers from sources such
as telephone directories, magazine reply cards, and lists purchased from other 
organizations.

 Answer telephone calls from potential customers who have been solicited 
through advertisements.

 Telephone or write letters to respond to correspondence from customers or to 
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follow up initial sales contacts..

EDUCATION

cosmetologist in cosmetology - 2011(Cosmetology Education Center - Tulsa, OK)

SKILLS

Inventory Management, Cosmetologist, Merchandising, Customer Service.
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